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FLAG DAY Fact Pack by The WOLFe Pack
This resource was designed to be used as a simple way to have a bit of fun with Flag Day while learning all about FLAG
DAY and our flag!

This ready-to-print, easy-to-implement FACT PACK includes:
~Four pages of Informational Text with five comprehension questions each {pages 4-7}

~Six pages of Writing Prompts with two different levels of paper {pages 8-19}
~One Crossword Puzzle {page 20}
~Answer Keys {pages 21-23}

Also available:
Star Spangled Banner Study Pack
Memorial Day Fact Pack
St Patrick’s Day Fun Pack
Winter Holidays Fun Pack
Valentine’s Day Fun Pack
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WHAT IS FLAG DAY?
FLAG DAY is celebrated on June 14th and has been set
aside to COMMEMORATE the day we adopted our nation’s
flag, June 14, 1777. On that day, nearly
250 years ago, the Second Continental WORDS to KNOW
Congress adopted the country’s first
official flag by RESOLUTION.

1. Flag Day is celebrated on ___ 14th.
May

June

July

2. Flag Day serves as a ___ of the day we adopted
our nation’s flag.

But it wasn’t until more than 100 years
had passed that a school teacher
named Bernard Cigrand came up with
the idea of FLAG DAY. On June 14,
1885, he led his small Wisconsin
school in the first formal observance
of the holiday.

3. A ___ came up with the idea of Flag Day.

Then in 1916, President Woodrow
Wilson officially established June 14th
as FLAG DAY.

4. President Wilson officially established June
14th as Flag Day in ___.

Today, many people celebrate the holiday by displaying
flags outside their homes and businesses. The holiday also
inspires community
events and parades.
There is even a
RIVALRY amongst
several towns to be
considered
“the town
with the
longest
running
FLAG DAY
parade”.

decision

teacher

1915

rivalry

doctor

1916

reminder

politician

1917

5. How is Flag Day celebrated?

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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The

BIRTH

of Our

FLAG

When the American Revolution broke out in April
1775, the colonists weren’t fighting united as a single
force for independence against the
British. Instead, there were several WORDS to KNOW
REGIMENTS fighting together but
independently. In June of 1775, the
Second Continental Congress met
to create the Continental Army, a
unified colonial fighting force, with
OPPRESSORS:
the hopes of more organized battle
those imposing
against its OPPRESSORS. This led
unjust and
to the birth of what was the first
burdensome power
“American” flag, now known as the
Continental Colors or Grand Union
Flag.
But this flag, with 13 red and white
stripes and a UNION JACK in the
corner, was too similar to that of
Britain’s flag so efforts soon began
to create a new flag.
On June 14, 1777,
the Second
Continental Congress took a break from
writing the Articles of Confederation and
passed the first Flag Act stating that
“the flag of the United States be 13
stripes, alternate red and white,” and
that “the UNION be 13 stars, white in a
blue field, representing a new
constellation.”

1. The Continental Army was created in ___.
1775

1776

1777

2. Our first flag is known as ___ Colors.
United

Continental

Union

3. But our first flag was too similar to ___ flag.
France’s

Mexico’s

Britain’s

4. The Second Continental Congress passed a
resolution about a new flag in ___.
1775

1776

1777

5. Why do you think the Second Continental
Congress decided the flag needed 13 stars?

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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CHANGES to Our FLAG
Between 1777 and 1960, several acts were passed that
changed the shape, design and arrangement of the flag.

1. Washington changed the flag in ___.
1774

1794: President Washington signed a new Flag Act that
accommodated the admittance of Vermont and Kentucky
by changing the number of stars and stripes both to 15.
1818: President Monroe signed a new Flag Act that stated
that the flag would, again, have 13 stripes and one star for
each state, which would be added to the flag on the fourth
of July following the admission of each new state.

1912: President Taft established the proportions of the flag
and outlined the arrangement of the stars as six horizontal
rows of eight each with a single tip of each star pointing up.
1959: President Eisenhower signed a new Flag Act
that changed the arrangement of the stars to be seven
rows of seven stars each, staggered both horizontally and
vertically.

1959: Later that same year, another Flag Act changed the
arrangement of the stars again to nine rows of stars
staggered horizontally and eleven rows of stars staggered
vertically.
Today: The American flag consists of
thirteen horizontal stripes, seven red,
alternating with six white. The stripes
represent the original 13 colonies, the
stars represent the 50 states of the
Union.

1784

1794

2. Which president changed the stripes back to 13?
Taft

Eisenhower

Monroe

3. Which president signed two Flag Acts?
Taft

Eisenhower

Monroe

4. How many stars does our flag have now?
13

52

50

5. Who was president when we had 49 states? How
do you know that to be true?

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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Flying a flag upsidedown is not always
intended as an act of
protest. According to
the Flag Code, it can
also be an official
DISTRESS SIGNAL.

HOIST refers
to the width of
the flag but is
also a
synonym for
raising the
flag to the
top of
the staff.

FLY refers to
the length of
the flag.

and

FUN
FACTS

1. Flying the flag upside down could be a sign of___.
happiness

Though, there is no
historical evidence to
prove it, it is widely
believed that BETSY
ROSS, who helped the
Revolutionary War effort
by repairing uniforms and
sewing tents,
made and
helped design
the first
American
flag.

Each COLOR of the
flag symbolizes
something specific.
RED = hardiness
and valor
WHITE = purity
and innocence

BLUE = justice,
vigilance and
perseverance

OLD GLORY
and STARS &
STRIPES are
two well-known
nicknames for
our flag.

distress

hardiness

2. It is widely believed that ___ Ross helped design
and make the first flag.
Martha

Abigail

Betsy

3. Hoist refers to the flag’s ___ and fly refers to
its ___.
width/length

width/weight

size/width

4. Blue means ___ , vigilance and perseverance.
purity

valor

justice

5. Old Glory and Stars & Stripes are two wellknown nicknames for our flag. Can you think
of any additional nicknames?

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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1.
Does your family display a flag outside?
If so, is it displayed every day or just on certain holidays?
If not, do you wish you did?

———————————————————————————
———————————————————————————
———————————————————————————
———————————————————————————
———————————————————————————
———————————————————————————
———————————————————————————
—————————————————————
—————————————————————
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7
1

FLAG DAY
CROSSWORD

10

2

9
3
4

8

5

1. To serve as a reminder

6

2. What the color red symbolizes
in our flag
7. Our first flag was too similar
to Britain's flag because it had a
___ Jack in the corner.

9. Our flag has 13 ___.

down

8. An upside-down flag
can be a distress ___.

10. Each ___ in our flag
symbolizes something different.

1. Our first flag was known as the ___ Colors.
2. What the color blue symbolizes in our flag
3. “Fly” refers to the ___ of the flag.
4. She may have helped make the first flag.
5. One our flag’s nicknames
6. Our flag has fifty ___.

across
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